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LEAVERS
CHECKLIST

The vehicle being driven has been checked
over and is mechanically sound including:

› Oil and water levels
› Tyre Pressure and tread (don’t forget   
 the spare tyre)
› Lights and indicators
› Windscreen and windows are clean
› Seatbelts and interior are safe
› Full tank of petrol

If driving down together, check before

leaving that the vehicle can safely fit

passengers and luggage without any

hazardous loose items or obstruction to the

mirrors and windows. It is better to drive

with fewer passengers or re-assess what

items you need than risk driving distracted

or with impaired vision.

The driver is covered for roadside

assistance to and from Leavers. If the driver

is not already covered, RAC free2go gives

novice drivers free standard roadside

assistance for one year.

Student identification and a printed copy of

accommodation confirmation. These will be

needed to purchase your Leavers 

WA wristband.

A driving route has been decided before

leaving including stop offs for food, fuel, 

toilet breaks and to stretch your legs.

Everyone has a printed and digital copy of

important details like accommodation 

and emergency contacts. This includes

everyone staying at the accommodation 

and their parents contact details. In an

emergency everyone should be able to 
contact others at the accommodation and
their parents.

Pack a Leavers kit with these essentials:

› Copy of important documents   
 including your car manual, insurance   
 and roadside contact details, including  
 a pen and paper.
› Basic first aid kit 
› Extra water, sunnies, sunscreen and  
 lip balm
› A small torch
› Hand wipes or sanitiser
› Portable mobile charger/battery bank
› Spare warm clothes and closed in shoes
 
Plan to stop off at the RAC Leavers Pit Stop
on the way at John Tognela Rest Area
(Corner of Forrest Hwy and Dorsett
Road). Take a break and enjoy:

›  Free mechanical checks from our RAC  
 Patrols to help make sure their car is in  
 working order
›  Free snacks, soft drinks, ice cream and   
 slushies to refuel them for their drive

For more useful Leavers information 
visit www.rac.com.au/leavers


